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 Summary of the research and approach

 How AnyLogic fits into this journey:
 Tool criteria and selection
 Alternatives considered but discounted

 5 sections in total:
1. Start of a Journey
2. Theory Framework
3. ABM Design
4. Simulation Execution
5. Closing Thoughts



 About me: Dr Dennis Feher, part time PhD student graduated in 2020, continuing post doctoral research extending 
initial research. Enterprise and Business Architecture primary focus within Banking and Finance, leading financial 
institution Australia.

 The research task was to develop a model of economic and financial cycles (using the Financial Instability 
Hypothesis of Hyman Minsky) with agents bound by satisficing behaviours (decision making under uncertainty, 
given limited time and knowledge). There was little in the literature to support the approach and method. The 
research achieved:
1. A synthesis of three key heterodox theoretical frameworks to combine a decision making under uncertainty and risk that 

contributed to economic and financial cycles:
 Hyman Minsky’s Financial Instability Hypothesis 
 Herbert A. Simon’s theories around Bounded Rationality 
 Kahneman & Tversky Prospect Theory and Two-System Thinking

2. The development of an ABM to better comprehend the role of decision making under uncertainty of satisficing agents, in a 
complex financial system driven by leverage. 

3. Leading into the ability to simulate multiple financial system outcomes through the varying a range of conditions (behaviours, 
policies, communication types, and reaction functions) and see tangible changes in economic settings.

4. We find a number of key conclusions discussed at the end as a result of this research.
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The journey to completing a PhD in economics using AnyLogic



 Academia in economics falls into the ego trap: The need to own the lifecycle of work to prove worth, at minimal 
cost. Also heavily focused on Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium models that tend to a statistical bias.

 This influences tool selection: Quite often open-source free tools are a “go to” due to the obvious funding 
limitations of individuals undertaking research:
 Quite often you needed to be an expert programmer to be able to create the model within the provided framework.
 There was a high trade-off between undertaking a steep learning curve and the time to become proficient to achieve the goals 

of the research.
 Tools often simplistic – they would hit their capability ceiling quickly  (e.g. complex behaviours and relationships), or require 

more workarounds to extend their capabilities beyond their original remit.
 Some have a statistical bias (which harks back to how economics academia leans to oversimplifying their analysis).

 Undertaking a capability assessment: Some criteria to identify an appropriate tool to invest in (starting 2014):
 Value of the tool (not only absolute cost, invested time versus benefit), and transferability of skills post doctorate
 Ability to visualise outcomes of a systems and behaviours.
 How long it would take to become moderately proficient with ability to grow skills over time.
 Ability to connect to data sources or create and manage data.
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Why AnyLogic?



 A review of a range of toolsets commenced in 2014 (at the start of the PhD research journey):
 NetLogo, StarLogo (or any of the “Logo” based tools of which there a number of derivations), were rejected earlier being the 

simpler toolsets that would hit their ceiling quite rapidly limiting the ability to explore more complex models.
 Repast, FLAME, MASON and JAMEL either forced the modeller down a specific design path or required significant underlying 

programming knowledge. 
 The former are well regarded but needed the user to be either moderate or advanced in their programming proficiency, whilst JAMEL provides 

all the libraries however is specifically based on Keynesian modelling which is predetermined in its intent (would require a rebuild to bring 
behaviours into the mix).

 Commercially based tools discounted rapidly discounted, such as Mathematica, MATLAB/Simulink, mainly because these are 
trying to be agent-based tools however are more for mathematical modelling. 
 Mathematica as powerful as it is, requires a steep learning curve of its proprietary language. MATLAB and Simulink focus more on system 

dynamics and mathematical modelling. Neither follow an agent-based, or mixed modelling paradigm.

 AnyLogic was chosen to develop my simulation based on:
 Ease of use, large body of accessible knowledge and examples that helped me learn from the beginning. 
 The Big Book of Simulation become my bible, and I lost count, the number of times I built and rebuilt every exercise, and 

pulled apart all relevant example models to further my understanding.

 My journey started with AnyLogic 6.5, and spent six years learning the tool to develop the simulation given my 
limited capabilities and experience in simulation development
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Why AnyLogic? (cont.)



2. Theory 
Framework
A short prequel to the simulation design, 
lets see what influences our ABM…
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 The gap in economic analysis and simulation

 A short overview of the theory to provide context
 Minsky’s Financial Instability Hypothesis
 Simon’s Bounded Rationality and Satisficing Behaviours
 Kahneman and Tversky’s Prospect Theory and Two-System Thinking 

(the decision making process bounded by “slow” and “fast” 
thinking)

 A synthesis framework blueprint design

 Following this will be 3. ABM Design 



Academic reflections of complex systems in economics …
“The modem digital computer has changed 
the situation radically. It provides us with a 
tool of research-for formulating and testing 
theories-whose power is commensurate 
with the complexity of the phenomena we 
seek to understand. Although the use of 
computers to build theories of human 
behavior is very recent, it has already led to 
concrete results in the simulation of higher 
mental processes. As economics finds it 
more and more necessary to understand 
and explain disequilibrium as well as 
equilibrium, it will find an increasing use for 
this new tool and for communication with 
its sister sciences of psychology and 
sociology.”

(Simon 1959, 280)
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“No matter how large and fast our 
computers become, Nature will build 
systems too large and complex to be 
simulated in detail. Hence, the theory of 
simulation must always be concerned with 
computational efficiency. The exploitation 
of hierarchy and near decomposability are 
powerful tools for achieving such efficiency, 
and hence exploring the properties of 
extremely large social systems.”

(Simon 1997a, 112)

“Creating a carefully crafted agent-based 
model of the whole economy is, like climate 
modelling, a huge undertaking. It requires 
close feedback between simulation, testing, 
data collection and the development of 
theory. This demands serious computing 
power and multidisciplinary collaboration 
among economists, computer scientists, 
psychologists, biologists and physical 
scientists with experience in large scale 
modelling. A few million dollars — much 
less than 0.001% of the US financial 
stimulus package against the recession —
would allow a serious start on such an 
effort. Given the enormity of the stakes, 
such an approach is well worth trying.”

(Farmer and Foley 2009, 686)

Insights where economics should 
embrace technology and test their 
understanding across principles 
(though rarely considered)

Good design enables an improved 
approximation of an outcome despite 
the complexity of our environment…

Emerging support in the literature for 
ABM’s in economics, though weakly 
embraced…



 The Financial Instability Hypothesis (FIH) (Hyman P. Minsky) describes a financial system that has a past, driven by debt, decision 
makers driven by expectations and risk management, and where investment demand and consumption demand levers give 
overall effective demand

 Economic activity starts from expectations, based on historic experiences of thriving or failing environment. Expectations are 
projections of consumer demand for output, given a function of capital investment, labour costs and cost of inputs. 

 Expectations that are realised, drive expansion or contraction in a the system. In an upswing, demand for finance increases, and
in doing so bids up the price of capital asset prices and investment goods. A profit squeeze occurs, and economic units start to
take higher risks to achieve an expected rate of return on investment (to cover risk and costs).

 This behaviour drives the three finance states of a decision maker, labelled as "Hedge", "Speculative" or "Ponzi“, each state
increasing their leverage and risk appetite. Economic units manage dual expectations of capital and consumption demand. 

 Financing agents review demand for credit in line with expectations, and provide liquidity if they are a considered a "good bet". As 
risk appetites fade, the desire to lend to economic units with aggressive expectations wanes. Economic units are in a position 
now they have to unwind their positions to reduce debt, in turn prices take a hit and a downward spiral commences. 

 The role of and size of government institutions save the system from total collapse to manage expectations, and sustain 
institutions in crises, however, this drives the “too big to fail” conundrum.

 The cycle perpetuates through the waxing and waning of expectations and risk appetite that triggers the cycle, where the at times 
effective demand is driven more through financial than real activity in the system
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Theoretical Context – Minsky in a minute…



 In Herbert A. Simon’s body of research, decision making is driven by satisficing behaviours – the choice of the first satisfactory 
outcome, rather than the optimal one. This makes the problem of choice simpler considering there are potentially an infinite 
number of alternatives to be compared (a response to “Rational Expectations” that seek to evaluate all possible outcomes)

 Decisions must be time bound – the luxury under rational expectations to seek optimal outcomes for each decision cannot be 
afforded given the pace of the economic environment it would need to operate within.

 Bounded rationality looks to methods for identifying satisfactory solutions:
 With modest amounts of mental processing, 
 In the absence of complete, consistent and calculable utility functions for all possible choices, 
 With incomplete information with low degrees of certainty of the future. 
 The result is the ability to generate a small suite of potential outcomes (bounded by satisficing), without true foresight of

consequences of choice alternatives.
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Theoretical context – Behavioural theories in almost a minute



 In Kahneman & Tversky’s body of research, “Prospect Theory” offers:
 a method of identifying how a choice is derived 
 the conditions of how one would formulate those choices and 
 identify the methods and means to choose an option 

 Prospect theory aims to understand how problems are formulated and “prospects”  
(i.e. calculated options) constructed to inform a decision (expectations formulated 
in A, and governed by risk taking in B)

 The final decision is governed by two-systems thinking. The decision maker is 
subject to their inbuilt impulsive or measured behaviours depending on the task.

 Intuition as formed in System 1 represents perceptive thinking. Difficult problems 
are at times answered by addressing easier ones (System 2 to System 1 hand off), 
and processing information can be superficial (System 1), though corrected by 
System 2 where errors are detected. The result is that emotion in judgement 
cannot be separated and plays an important place in the decision-making lifecycle 
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Theoretical Context – Behavioural Theories a little longer… (cont.)
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Framework synthesis – a new framework to adopt
Expectations commence trigger the cycle of behaviours. We would look to the economic units (as an agent) to engage in a decisional 
sequence that would mimic the decisional flows shown, while the system mechanics would mimic the flows shown post the expectations 
turning into decisions
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 The FIH typical talks to the traditional view of 
economic actors, Worker, Producer, Government, 
Central Bank, Bank and Asset Markets – we 
regard this as the “Finance and Asset Domain”

 We also identify actions of those agents that roll 
into the Behavioural Domain. However:
 Our focus is on the behaviours and actions of an 

“Economic Agent” in a the system (decision making, 
asset investments and leverage). The result is we look 
to consolidate some typical functions across other 
agents.

 Here producer, government, central bank functions 
are moved to a “Central Agent” to manage 
employment, output, income, automatic stabilisers 
(unemployment payments), interest rate 
determination and influence. 

 Bank and Asset markets are represented as per the 
theory.
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Consolidating Agents from the Framework…
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3. ABM Design
Take a short journey with me as we 
translating theory into a design…
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 Environment set up and design

 Defining the agent population and functions 

 State drive behaviours and their duration

 The struggle and conflicts in the design process

 Following this will be 4. Simulation Execution



Environment considerations for design…

 Endogenous and exogenous system activity, data and 
randomness:
 Agents determine their own destiny, with system shocks that can 

change their behaviours.
 Theoretical so no “real world” data, much of the data is generated 

through triangular distributions, event probabilities, and random 
seeds in the model (stochastic and non-deterministic)

 Time and history:
 Not “turn based” with synchronous events and asynchronous 

communication and actions between agents and in the system.

 Financial relationships and double entry accounting.

 Financial leakages in the model:
 Not a closed loop on money in this model, this was a accepted 

limitation by design to ensure all aspects of model can be tested.
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 Agent population and lifecycle:
 Fixed population size with infinite lifespan.

 Agent communication, connectivity and spatiality:
 Messages are sent to EA connected population, and observes the 

states of its connected population.
 “Small World” model adopted.
 Location of the agent or distance not a consideration.

 Agent relationships, trust and reputation:
 Communications are accepted on face value, no need to take into 

account “trust”

 State and Strength and conscious adoption of consistent 
labels and meaning:
 State and strength labels adopted across all agents, their 

meaning is consistent

Inasmuch as we would like a simulation to cover all aspects of our thinking, we need to work within bounds of what is 
achievable, given time, capabilities and focus on a narrower problem frame. This translates into some of the design 
assumptions of the simulation. Some conscious limitations were baked into the design



Overview of Agent types and Relationships…
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 Tier 1 Agents (behavioural agents in the simulation):
 Economic Agent (EA) – holds Asset Agent and Loan Agent
 Financial Agent (FA) – holds Loan Agent
 Central Agent (CA) 
 Asset Market (AM) – holds Asset Agent

 Tier 2 Agents (non behavioural agents, store of value):
 Asset Agent (AM) – holds Asset Transaction
 Loan Agent (LA)

 Tier 3 Agents (transactional agents, created and 
destroyed):
 Asset Buy (AB) 
 Asset Sell (AS)
 Asset Transaction (AT)
 Loan Request (LR)
 Loan Extension (LE)
 Loan Repayment (LR)

 Agent relationships, either that denote ownership (hard) or 
communication or transitory use (soft)



 The EA forms the centre of the model universe. The aggregate cyclical 
movements in the model stems from the decision making processes given 
external influences of its connected agent population, its internal interpretation 
of events, and external system agents (A & B).

 Defining its state and intensity of state will commence the EA’s System 1 
“Intent” to act (C) – undertake leverage, consume, transact in assets; all 
governed by its employment and income conditions (D).

 Using its “Intent” it will cast this lens over future projections of price, and how it 
reacts to events that hits the EA (asset portfolio movements, expectations not 
being realised, unemployment, environment signals that may influence the EA’s 
actions in E & F) that come back into its decisioning (L & A).

 Based on events realised, it will use this as historic information (“experience”) 
to evaluate decisions in the future, using its “Reasoning” lens (K) as guide to 
future actions – that is it has a right to veto System 1’s desires (based on State 
and Strength labels adopted).
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It all starts with the design of the Economic Agent (EA)…
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 The EA’s consumption states vary based on the EA’ behavioural state, and level 
of employment (D).

 The EA is influenced by the system through the AM an CA, where market “news” 
(and its intensity) can change its state. CA does much the same, however this is 
governed by the riskiness of the financial economy (H and J to L).

 The EA also has policy decisions as accelerators and handbrakes, particularly 
around asset trading, either through action or messaging influence to their 
connected population (defined as to “To Good to be True” (heated market), or 
“Its not That Bad” (market lull)) (D).

 The aim is to allow the EA to be more than a binary “yes”/”no” robot, through 
applying parameter ranges across states and strength labels, the interplay 
between System 1 and 2, being a stylised representation of decisions and 
actions we undertake every day.

 That is the state and strength of the EA drives its messaging to its population, 
and its actions in the system
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It all starts with the design of the Economic Agent (EA) (cont.) …
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The decision making sequence starts by collating 
all messages received by agent population as well 
as internal determinations. From here the EA:

 Determines maximum distinct value from 
either Positive, Neutral or Negative (non 
distinct outcome result in no change).

 Strength of the signal is calculated (distance 
between first and second counts) and value of 
Very Strong, Strong, Moderate, Weak or Very 
Weak applied.

 Test outcome value against acceptance 
criteria prior to exiting one state to another 
(i.e. it needs to be “worth it” to move). If 
accepted, the EA moves to a new state, and 
resets all variables in reflection of that state.

 Messages are the primary driver for a change 
in state (A). If the signal is Weak or Very Weak, 
the EA will evaluate weaker signals to evaluate 
whether it will change state, reviewing the 
dominant states of the EA population (B), 
short term (C) or long term decision history 

(D), or retain its existing state (no change).  

 The EA communicates to its population over 
time, however it will decay and revert to being 
open to new outcomes.

 State and strength drive the actions of the EA, 
the invest, consume, take on leverage. Each 
state and strength level is mapped to an 
action, and derive values on triangular 
distributions creating higher variance of 
behaviours 18

How State is determined in the EA…
1. How state is attained 2. State is attained

3. State drives economic behaviours
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Detailed view of the EA in AnyLogic…
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Summary view of the EA in AnyLogic (cont.)
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Overview of  Asset Market (AM) and Asset Agent (AA)

 For the AM, it receives a sell or buy order from the EA that flows into a 
buy or sell queue (A to B then sorted into C and D and ordered by price), 
where it is executed based on a calculated market price (E):
 The AM acts as  market maker, this is to ensure the system continues to 

operate, so here we consciously create a leakage in the system (thought it all 
accounted for).

 On completion of the order two things happen. For a buy order a new Asset 
Transaction (AT) is created to hold all the details of the trade and attached to 
the AA linked to the originating EA. Second, for a sell order, the AT is removed 
from the AA population linked to the originating EA. Financial transactions 
complete the activity.

 The AM also has a volatility function that communicates back to the EA 
population about market “news”, as well as calculations around price 
observations over various short to long term periods the EA can pick up and 
consume.

 The AA updates continuously throughout the cycle and holds the familiar 
three states and five strength labels, calculating the performance of its 
asset transactions. The EA will consume these outcomes to influence its 
state, and System 1 and System 2 functions.

 Note the EA can only send an order to Buy provided it has available 
credit. All transactions are traced back via the order to complete the 
financial transactions on the Loan Agent.
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Summary of AM in AnyLogic
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Summary of AA in AnyLogic (cont.)

Asset Buy Asset Sell Asset Transaction



 For the FA, its creates the line of credit (LA) for each EA, calculating 
limits based on income, equity available, remaining capacity for 
additional leverage, current limits (used or remaining) as well as the 
EA’s Finance State (Hedge, Speculative, Ponzi) (A & B):

 The FA receives ongoing loan extensions (LE) from the EA (C) where:
 The LE contains the amount It will again assess the EA against all the 

discussed criteria (B) which is contained in the LE.

 The FA will either approve or request the request, which is also dependent on 
its lending policy.

 Lending policy is a function of its aggregate financial state (Hedge, Speculative, 
Ponzi), setting its policy to either Relaxed, Moderate or Strict. This drives the 
probability of approval, and the amount approved. 

 The LA completest the transactional mechanics holding the 
values on the line of credit, interest rates, available limits, 
interest payments due, credit defaults and interest write offs 
when the loan its not paid.
 The interest payment default behaviours are interesting. If the EA 

continues to default, their portfolio is liquidated, the losses are 
written off against the balance sheet of the FA.

 The EA is banned from participating in the market for a period of 
time.
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Overview of  Financial Agent (FA) and Loan Agent (LA)

Lending policies
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Summary of FA and LA in AnyLogic

Loan Agent



 In the design the CA fulfils eight overarching macroeconomic functions, where the first five are typically found 
within the FIH, though the seventh and eighth are behavioural triggers:
 Facilitating employment and the payment of income to the EA population (which is varied randomly over time, along with 

income distribution).
 Facilitating the role of “quasi” production at a transactional level (becoming an accounting level attribute).
 Supporting the mechanics of EA consumption in the model at a transactional level.
 Supporting unemployment in the system through transfer payments to support consumption.
 The role of interest rate determination governed by finance states of the EA population, and the stress of the FA based on its 

exposures to the EA population.
 The role of “lender of last resort” (supporting failed EA’s in the system).
 The role of influencer through system messaging (similar to the AM market volatility signals), governed by finance states of the

EA population, and the stress of the FA based on its exposures to the EA population, also the rate of return of assets in the
market.

 The rate of participation in the system of employed EA’s (as a variable to randomly move agents into activity).
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Overview of Central Agent (CA)
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Summary of the CA in AnyLogic



4. Simulation 
Execution
Setting up the model, the scenarios 
used and demonstration
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 The scenarios

 The model demonstration

 Conclusions and what did I discover?

 Following this will be 5. Closing thoughts and discussion
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Conditions for Simulation Set up…
Agent No. Parameter group Parameter group options
Economic Agent (EA) 1 No. of agents Enter initial agent population no.

2 Enable connections per agent (% 
connected)

Default (10%)
Moderate (15%)
Perfect information (100%)

3 Enable refresh connections (time days) Default (60 days)
Faster refresh (30 days)
Moderate refresh (120 days)
Low refresh (365 days)

4 Set dynamic reaction to events Set reactions on (default)
Set reactions off

5 Participation rate (EA’s trading vs non 
trading)

Default (100%)
Random adjustment high participation
(70 – 90%)
Random adjustment low participation (40
– 70%)
Mixed (either 70-90% or 40-70%)

6 Set ongoing unemployment rate 
behaviour

Static (10%) (default)
Low range (10 – 15%)
High range (15 – 30%)
Random (10 – 30%)

7 Inbound / outbound message frequency Static (synchronous message timing)
Dynamic (asynchronous message timing)
(default)

8 Set initial income for distribution Enter initial income level ($)
9 Select income distribution range None (0%)

Very low spread (10%) (default)
Low spread (20%)
Moderate spread (40%)
High spread (60%)
Very high spread (80%)

10 Set ongoing income changes No change (default)
Steady rise (all EA)
Steady fall (all EA)

Agent No. Parameter group Parameter group options
10 Set ongoing income changes No change (default)

Steady rise (all EA)
Steady fall (all EA)
Random rise/fall (random EA up to 50%
of population)

11 Set initial % debt ratio to income Default (50% debt to income for all EA’s)
Low distribution (25 – 50% debt to
income)
Moderate distribution (40 – 60% debt to
income)
High distribution (50 – 75% debt to
income)

12 Set initial asset pool Default (50% of initial leverage all EA’s)
Low distribution (25 – 50%)
Moderate distribution (40 – 60%)
High distribution (50 – 75%)

13 Free assets on start up Yes
No (default)

14 Time delay for trading Yes
No (default)

15 Use equity to support leverage Yes (default)
No

16 Enable trading scenarios Yes (default)
No

 A total of 26 individual conditions at simulation start up, with 78 options 
in total to cover a range of behaviours, and variations of behaviours

 Five themes were covered in the research, population participation, 
perfect information, strong policy, weak policy and a baseline generic 
example to compare
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Conditions for Simulation Set up (cont.)
Agent No. Parameter group Parameter group options
Asset market (AM) 17 Set market price and distribution spread 

for EA
Enter initial start price (min $20,000 –
max $250,000

18 Set initial % spread for EA assets None (0%)
Very low spread (10%)
Low spread (20%) (default)
Moderate spread (40%)
High spread (60%)
Very high spread (80%)

19 Set AM message influence No volatility messages
Volatility messages (random msg type)
(default)

Financial Agent (FA) 20 Set gearing ratio lending against equity 
(1: n)

Low (1:10) (default)
Medium (1:20)
High (1:30)

21 Set FA lending policy strength Weak policy (OPTION 1)
Strong policy (default) (OPTION 2)

Agent No. Parameter group Parameter group options
Financial Agent (FA) 20 Set gearing ratio lending against equity 

(1: n)
Low (1:10) (default)
Medium (1:20)
High (1:30)

21 Set FA lending policy strength Weak policy (OPTION 1)
Strong policy (default) (OPTION 2)

Central Agent (CA) 22 Set initial official interest rate Very low interest rate environment (2%)
Low interest rate environment (5%)
(default)
Moderate interest rate environment (8%)
High interest rate environment (12%)
Very high interest rate environment (20%)

23 Set ongoing official interest rate 
adjustment type

Static
Rise bias (0.1% increments)
Fall bias (0.1% increments)
Self-adjusting (based on market
conditions) (default)

24 Recapitalise FA No (default)
Low scale recapitalisation (10%)
Medium scale recapitalisation (30%)
Large scale recapitalisation (50%)

25 Set CA message influence No volatility messages
Volatility messages (market conditions)
(default)

26 Set CA size influence (Large or Small CA) CA Small (mimic small govt/central bank)
(OPTION 1)
CA Large (mimic large govt/central bank)
(default) (OPTION 2)

 72 runs were generated over 18 different scenarios in the five themes, where each 
scenario was ran four times and results averaged out

 EA population size was kept to 50 due to performance, as we had to account for a 
large AT population, and additional agents linked to the EA (each EA had one AA, one 
LA)

 Income was set at $50,000, Asset Price started at $25,000, and the banking system 
started with $500M in available capital. Version 8.4 of AnyLogic was used at the time 
of publishing.

 For the purposes today’s demonstration, the most dynamic of all settings have been 
chosen, with a weak policy bias to demonstrate higher volatility outcomes (as 
highlighted). EA population = 250, income = $50,000, initial asset price = $50,000
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Run the model…



5. Closing 
Thoughts
Some final thoughts and audience 
interaction
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 Some thoughts and conclusions

 Where to from here?



 The results demonstrate in line with the theory, that “Rational Expectations” is not a viable economic method:
 Highly connected populations result in agents simply knowing what everyone else is doing or “saying”. Not being connected 

and fully exposed to all available information allows for cycles to occur in a system.

 Policy can tangibly influence the strength of a financial system:
 Stricter lending policies do tend to reduce the instance of bad loans, and subsequently racing asset markets. That is because

the criteria on the EA’s attributes (loan capacity, equity etc) are considered more deeply.
 The greater the size of the CA (by proxy of its messaging influence) in times where markets run hot, and agents fall into more 

speculative activities can stave off greater crises as per the theory.

 Liquidity does drive market prices and greater volatility:
 The use of equity in the system, along with loose policy results more volatile prices, where greater leverage in the system, 

increases risk of failure. Conversely tighter policies provides a more stable lower risk trajectory in price movements.

 System crash is averted through agents using past profits to fund future losses, so there is a surprising delayed 
effect that was not expected.

 Human behaviours drive market movements more than fundamentals (over/under shooting of expectations):
 Observe that message and state influences drive behaviours more than history, that is the theory speaks to the erosion of the

way we retrieve past experiences in light of current information. Given this approach, the more immediate to medium term 
influences give the greatest impact to our decisions.
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Some conclusions…



 Mistakes I made through this process:
 Too complex! I made it hard for myself at the start, with wanting to achieve too much
 The simulation in its next iteration will undergo more simplification, there have been lessons learned, and design thinking 

matured

 I failed at the start by being influenced by my academic theory and training:
 My training forced me to build from an aggregate system view. However, it was only until I changed by focus to modelling the 

thing I was most interested in (the behaviours at an individual level), I could build the environment around a core tenet –
inside out rather than outside in

 I still only know so much, there is a lot to learn:
 This is only the beginning. Time and available effort was against me, so some design decisions were baked in, and they had to

be taken forward. 
 There is a lot to leverage in this tool in the next research project particular in the AI space.

 The next model is under development, this will focus more on real world data and global financial markets, 
underpinned by macroeconomic data and social data.
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Learnings and where to now?



Thank you
Dr. Dennis Feher

dfeh2074@alumni.sydney.edu.au

dennisfeher@outlook.com
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